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1. Background
Strategic Cities Development Project (SCDP) has been initiated by the Government of Sri
Lanka (GOSL) to respond to some of the current urban problems and the emerging needs of a
Middle Income Country that it aspires to achieve in the medium term whilst addressing the long
term goals of sustainability, inclusion and poverty reduction. The above objective is to be realized
through developing a system of competitive and strategically linked cities of Sri Lanka. This
concept of systemic urban development underscores triggering strategic or purposive linkages
between and among the selected cities towards achieving the stated development outcomes of
the project over and above the physical outputs and thereby contributing to cause or reinforce
positive impacts.
1.

In this connection, the cities are placed within a framework of City Region instead of
confining interventions to administrative boundaries of the local government authorities under
whose jurisdiction the cities are situated. The project comprises four main components namely:
2.

Component 1: Interventions in the Kandy City Region;
Component 2: Interventions in the Galle City Region;
Component 3: Institutional capacity strengthening at metropolitan and local level and
support project implementation.
Component 4: Jaffna city region development in the Northern Sri Lanka.
3.

In each City Region, the project will target two broad categories of strategic investments:
i. Integrated urban services improvement – with system-wide basic services
improvement thereby enhancing functional aspects of the city; and
ii. Public urban spaces enhancement – with catalytic urban upgrading efforts thereby,
enhancing the attractiveness and livability of the city.

Flood mitigation and drainage improvement of Galle Municipal Council (GMC) area and
urban upgrading are the main project components in the Galle city region urban intervention
with capacity building and technical assistance for project partner agencies.
4.

The total project cost amounting to USD 192.08 MN is co-financed by the Government of
Sri Lanka (GOSL) with USD 45.08 MN, and the IDA credit facility of USD 147 MN managed by the
World Bank (Project ID: P130548).
5.

1.1 Sub Project Description
6.
Dharmapala Park Improvement sub project is of strategic importance, creating new
activities and attractions that have the potential for encouraging longer tourist stays in the Galle
area, both domestic and international. This is a public realm project which also has benefits for
public health and wellbeing. An upgrade will enhance availability of the park, giving access to an
array of green spaces for play, game and rest in a layout that strengthens the environmental
landscape of the area.
7.

The project refurbishes Dharmapala Park. The landscaping will be simple, keeping this
5

Place open for both rest and recreation. It is intended to be a place for relaxation, children’s play,
education and meditation.
The objectives of this project are:
i. To strengthen a local focal point for events, improving a small oasis of a calm
green space for strollers in a very busy area;
ii. To increase the spectrum of havens and hideaways besides the apparent ocean
and ramparts pathways.
iii. To create a local focus for children and recreation.
Construction Foot Print will be as follows1:






Path walk area: 2,175 sq.m
New Buildings: 1,200 sq.m
Playground area: 600 sq.m
Sidewalk area: 1,115 sq.m
Footbridge: 200 sq.m

1.1.1. Sub Project Location
8.
Dharmapala Park is located in front of the Galle railway station. The park falls within
Kaluwella Grama Niladhari Division (GND) of the Kadawathsathra (Four Gravest) Divisional
Secretariat Division (DSD) of Galle District in the Southern Province. The Park is administered by
the Galle Municipal Council (GMC).
Park surrounds the civic buildings of Galle City Hall, Municipal Council, Galle District
Secretariat Office and Galle Railway Station, Galle Passenger Terminal (Bus Stand) and Hill Top
Hotel. The immediate surrounding of the project area is within the close proximity to several
schools, hospitals, religious places, courthouse, public library, historical places, international
cricket stadium, shopping complexes and trading centers, public fair, commercial
buildings/industries and several government offices. Location of the Park is shown in the Map in Fig
9.

(1) below.

1

Source: Technical Design of the sub project
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Figure 1: Location Map

1.1.2 Park Lay-out and Main Features of the Park:
10.
The main entrance of the park is facing the main road and the railway station. Another
access entry is available from the side of the GMC premises. Park Lay-out is given in Fig (2). There
is a Ticketing counter, a Buddhist Statue and several plaques, located facing the main road. The
existing park consists of following:
 A Kids’ Play Area, immediately after the ticket counter
 Seating Area and the Canteen
 Open Theatre Area
 Aquarium
 A Green House area
 Waste collection and storage
 Toilets, staff change rooms.
As at present park entrance area occupies a building which is used as an information
center. This is managed by the Southern Province Tourism Ministry and it serves mainly the
tourists.
11.

7

Figure 2: Park Layout
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1.1.3 Land Ownership:
12.
Dharmapala Park land belongs to Galle Municipal Council. The extent of the land is about
5.5 Acres (2.23ha). The Survey Department Plan Number 125, 126 1and 136 mark the area of
Dharmapala Park as area belongs to GMC (land area earmarked as 48 in the Land Survey Map).
An extract of the survey plan of the Park Area, drawn from the master survey plan of the Survey
Department is given in Annex 1. Park boundary is at present demarcated with a perimeter fence.

1.2 Existing condition of the Park
Although the park has a long history, during the Tsunami in 2004, it was totally destroyed
but thereafter it had been re-developed to the current status under Tsunami Rehabilitation
Program with assistance from donors. A system of park entry fee was introduced by the GMC.
By now the park requires urgent improvements.
13.

Over the years the main facilities of the park such as the Kids’ Play Area, the Open Theater
Area (Stadium), and the seating area around the canteen, the interior path ways and the paved
sections, the utilities such as the toilets, stand pipes and sewer systems had gradually
deteriorated. Major deficiencies of the park infrastructure can be categorized as follows:
14.

Deficiencies of the Park’s general landscape






Stone pitched interior roads and paved areas are ruptured in some sections.
Some of the play items provided in the Kids Play Area are not functioning
The water fountains are not functioning
The aquarium tanks are very old, which need a new outlook;
The septic pits smell bad (According to Park Supervisor smell is worse during rainy days)

Deficiencies of the Park’s infrastructure facilities:







The piped water system is barely adequate (according to visitors)
Underground water pipes are now exposed due to erosion along several sections;
The water stand-pipes used by the visitors are broken and no proper drainage provided;
During rains several sections of the park are water clogged for want of more efficient
drainage such as line drains;
No adequate parking areas;
The canteen is barely adequate to cater to a large number of visitors;

Status of Park Entry Fee and Revenue:


Park entry fee is now SLRs. 10/- per visitor. This is only for adults irrespective of whether
they are local or foreigners.
15.
Revenue collected by the GMC from the entrance fee varied in the past few years from
SLRs. 2.8 million in the year 2014 to SLRs. 2.2 million at present (2018). Total Revenue collected
from the park entry during the last 05 years2 are as follows:

2

Information provided by Park Supervisor
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Table 1: Annual Revenue from Ticket sales as the entry fee for Adults

Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Total Annual Revenue from entry fee
(SLRs.)
2,891,510
2,830,140
1,720,290
2,180,580
2,271,020
Source: GMC-Revenue Division

Visitation to the park is high during public holidays and weekends, according to the Park
Supervisor. The records too indicate a corresponding drop of the revenue which reflects the level
of visitation to the park, in spite of maintenance carried out by the GMC. Above indicates that at
least 200,000 to 280,000 adults had visited the park during a year with monthly visitation to be
around 17,000 to 25,000. This is in addition to a large number of school children who visit the
park.
16.

1.3 Scope of the civil works
17.
The Master Plan of the existing and proposed infrastructure of the park is given in Annex
2. Major construction components under the proposed sub project have been laid out in 04 areas
as provided in Table 2 below. Design details have been laid out under 04 components which are
shown in Annex 3. Cost of total improvements will be SLRs. 300 million. GMC is the project
partnering agency.
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Table 2: Planned improvements to the Dharmapala Park

Area 01
 Improvement of existing landscape
of the park entrance area along
Galle Road and replacing with new
entrance
 New paving of pathways








Area 02
Improvements to existing landscape
in children’s play area
Construction of a new restaurant
New paving of pathways
Improvement of entrance from Galle
Municipal Council side
New locations for solid waste
collection
Placing new flower pots









Area 03
Improvements to existing toilets
Improvements to Open-Air Theater
Setting up food outlets and dining
tables
New paving of pathways
Placing dustbins
Placing new flower pots
Installation of benches







Area 04
Improvements to the Aquarium
New paving of pathways
Placing dustbins
Improvements to existing drainage
system
Installation of benches

Other general improvements:
 Demolishing and removal of existing toilets where necessary
 Renovation of pathways and paved area - No modifications will be done to old paved areas and the path ways but they will be repaired and replaced with interlock
blocks to stabilize the paved areas
 Installation of sign boards and a digital information board showing the different locations of the Park;
 Improved landscaping with appropriate lighting system (all underground cabling) and additional tree cover
 Live fences to replace perimeter fence and to establish three entry points.
 Parking area will be added by utilizing the area which is presently used by the GMC for its Warehouse.
 A park administration office will be established
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1.4 Tentative Planning and Construction Schedule
Sub Project
Construction of Dharmapala
Park

Commencement Date

Completion Date

July 20, 2019

June 18, 2020

During the construction, the entire park will be closed until the construction work is
completed.
18.
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2.

Subproject Justification

The Urban Development Authority (UDA) had prepared a Master Plan for the
improvement of Galle Municipal Council Area as an Urban Center. This Master Plan covers the
development activities to take place during 2008-2025. One of the objectives of the Master Plan
is the protection of the places of natural scenic beauty and places of environmental value.
19.

The Strategic Cities Development Project (SCDP), which is being implemented under
Ministry of Megapolis and Western Development (MMWD), pursuing the aforementioned
objectives has embarked on a vigorous development program under Galle City Region
Intervention. The proposed activity is in compatible with the objectives of upgrading public
urban spaces in the Galle City Region. Therefore, the proposed activity is well within the
development plan of the SCDP.
20.

Since Galle is a destination which can be accessed from both rail and road, the demand
for basic services to cater to a large transit population is high. Mainly this transit population
requires adequate facility ideally in an open space for rest in short intervals while waiting to
embark on the rest of their journey elsewhere. The Park therefore can be considered to be an
ideal place.
21.

The design lay out for the proposed development of the park needs to be justified in
terms of its suitability and compatibility with the existing landscape, land use and the Galle
Heritage. It needs to be justified considering the existing archaeological value in the surrounding
areas and the future needs of the park as an open space in an area where only limited land is
available to be used by people for leisure.
22.

There will be no drastic changes incorporated to the existing park lay out. The plan for
the development of the park is designed to make the best use of the park area with improved
facilities, whilst ensuring that the park’s landscape will not be modified. The design considers
minimum interruptions to the existing structures or the lay out. Since the view of the park is
currently obscured by the presence of many buildings including the central bus stand, the design
makes an effort to overcome this situation and to give a facelift for the park to be seen as a
prominent green space within the City of Galle.
23.

New features have been introduced in the design document to improve certain sections
of the Park within the same lay out considering the peripheral developments and the future
needs of the various segments of the park users. Additional entry point from the side of the
Samanala Bridge will be one additional improvement. There is also a plan to include a vehicle
parking area, which was not available in the existing park.
24.

Waiving off of the park entry fee is envisaged. Presently adults are charged SLRs. 10/- as
an entry fee. This will have a bearing on the annual income received from the park by the GMC.
25.
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Total income received by the GMC from entry fee was around 2.2 million in the year 2018.
However, addition of food stalls, developing the present canteen to the level of a restaurant as
well as accommodation of open park area for seasonal exhibition stalls will complement to
enhance GMC income from rentals and shall minimize the economic losses.
The proposed restaurant and the food court would give the visitors added features to
enjoy the park while having a decent place for having their meals. Food stalls can bring additional
income to GMC by way of rentals. Therefore, it can be stated that the proposed design has
carefully considered possibility of enhancing the revenue of the GMC from the park, which can
be used to maintain the park. The revenue that has received from the entry fee from the visitors
indicated that there is an economic value which forms a consistent demand for the park as a
destination for recreation, leisure and for its peripheral services.
26.

The new design emphasizes introducing new play items into the Kids Play area. This is to
offer more facilities for kids including differently able children. The new additions of kids’ play
items and the new features such as access paths for persons with disabilities offer equal
opportunity for all children. In the new development, the perimeter fence constructed right
round the park will be replaced with a live fence.
27.

With the new development, the park it will have following positive socio-economic impacts:


The proposed development once completed will facelift City of Galle as a pleasant
destination for the local and foreign tourists. The panoramic beauty of the park can boost
the image of Galle City among the foreign tourists and in the long run can increase the
arrivals of tourists into the park.
 The Park will have attractive open space combined with high degree of ecological
integrity which will cater to the future aspirations of the park visitors for healthy living.
When the peripheral walkability is improved and connected through the Park, leisure
walking and walking for health will be facilitated and will be a contributory factor for
health and longevity of the citizens.
 Economically, the GMC receives only a limited income from the park generated by park
entry fee of SLRs. 10/- per adult and the monthly rental of SLRs 79,500/- per month from
the canteen. The new arrangement will waive the park entry fee, but will allow the GMC
to receive an alternative rental income from exhibition stalls, food stalls and from the
main restaurant.
 The park will generate additional employment opportunities for the local community
members in park security services, maintenance work and in food stalls.
28.
It is the intention of the GMC to use the open space of the park after development as a
venue for small entrepreneurs to conduct their trade exhibitions/seasonal sale of produce from
which they can make a living. This will also contribute to enhancement of the livelihoods and
incomes of the local communities.
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3. Socio economic profile of the sub project area
3.1.

Socio Economic profile of sub project location
29.
The sub project area falls within the Galle Municipal Council area. This is within the
Kadawathsathra (Four Gravest) DSD. Galle is the center of administration of the Southern
Province as well as that of the District. Its potential for tourism has been extensively high in view
of its archeological value, clean beaches and its proximity to any part of the country via rail and
road. Galle Fort which is located within a 500m radius from the sub project location has been
declared as one of the World Heritage Sites. The location of Southern Express Way Interchange
at Pinnaduwa; infrastructure development and tourism development centering the Galle Fort
and the world heritage tourist center, proposed road widening programs under the RDA make
the sub project location as part of active strategic urban center and Dharmapala Park takes a
center stage as a land of greenery.
Dharmapala Park is the prominent open area available for the public to visit for leisure
and for recreational purposes within the Galle City limits. A large number of local as well as
foreign visitors commute to Galle City from places far away. Galle National Museum, Maritime
Museum; the Galle Fort as well as the International Cricket Stadium attract large number of
visitors every year. Some of them prefer strolling around the park and spend a short stay over in
the park. Therefore, the park is attracted by both local and foreign visitors in large numbers daily.
30.

3.2.

Socio economic Profile of the Park Visitors:
31.
Frequent visitors to the park are children (often after school) who seek the Park’s Kids
Play area to spend their leisure time. One of the reasons why the park is being used by children
may be due to a large number of schools that are located in close proximity to the Park. The
students very often attend after school classes in the close by private educational centers. They
very often use the park to spend time until the classes start.
Elderly students use the park as its calm and quiet atmosphere helps them to concentrate
on their studies. Another important category of the park users is the youth who prefer to spend
their time sitting under shady trees for leisure. There are visitors of middle aged who very often
spend the time for leisure walks.
32.

The park is also visited by a large number of visitors from outside who mainly visit
hospitals and other public offices in Galle. Karapitiya and Mahamodara Teaching Hospitals are
two such institutions which draw a large number of patients and their careers. The patients who
seek medical treatment from the out-patient clinics of the two hospitals seek the Park for
frequent short stay overs.
33.
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3.3.

Population characteristics in the sub project area
34.
The total population in the Galle District was 1,063,334 (Census 2012). Of that, urban
population was 133, 398 whereas the rest was rural including small proportion in the estates.
The population in the Four Gravest DSD was 103,246 in 2001, which decreased to 101,749 in
2012. In 2017, the population in the DSD was recorded as 106,5353, of which almost 90,300 was
urban (Statistical Handbook, 2018).
The geographical boundary of Dharmapala Park is within the Kaluwella GND (96 C). The
GND is extended over an area of 44 ha, of which nearly two third is occupied by various civic
buildings.4 According to the Resource Profile of the Kaluwella GND, it has a population of 1,434.
The Park is visited by people from surrounding areas as well.
35.

3.4.

Commuters to Galle city

36.
Transport services of Galle town are operated through road, railway and sea way. Highway
transport service is handled by the Sri Lanka Transport Board and the private sector. Accordingly, bus
services are in operation to and from destinations such as Matara, Tangalle, Hambantota, Colombo,
Katharagama, and Badulla as well as to secondary towns in the southern province. A commuter
population of 10,577 who use public transport visit Galle Town daily to obtain various services. A large

number of vehicles also enter into the city daily via A2, A17, B128, B129, B130 roads and the
Southern Expressway (E1). A report published by UDA points to an average of 125,000
commuters who come to the Galle town to get services from various institutions. This is in
addition to the transit population and the local and foreign tourists.
Information on several other key socio-economic characters are provided in the
following table:
37.

Table 3: Information on key socio-economic characteristics

Socio-Economic Characteristics
Public vehicles registered with local authorities
Number of government schools
Number of students (In government schools)
Number of wards in hospital
Number of OPD patients treated in 2017
Number of resident patients treated in 2017
Registered business places

DSD (Kadawathsathra)
69,533
30
46,128
71
575,788
218,561
737

(Source: District Statistics Handbook-Galle)

3
4

http://www.statistics.gov.lk/statistical%20Hbook/2018/Galle/2.4.pdf
Resource Profile of Four Gravest DSD
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District
288,501
430
225,447
158
1,857,632
388,804
6274

4. Stakeholder Consultations
Several consultations were conducted with key stakeholders such as the GMC,
government agencies (UDA, CEA, RDA, NWS&DB, CEB and Department of Archaeology), the park
employees and the former canteen owner of the park, the visitors to the park including children
and parents. The purpose of the consultation was to assess the extent to which the proposed
activity is important to them and to elicit their concerns and suggestions that could be addressed
by the project. Table 3 presents the type of stakeholders participated in consultations
disaggregated by gender.
38.

Table 4: Stakeholder Consultations- Participants disaggregated by gender

Type of stakeholders consulted
Male
Visitors to the park
12
Businessman (park canteen operator)
01
Park employees
02
GMC officials
01
Stakeholders
representing
11
government institutions (list of
persons is in Annex 4)
Total
27
Source: SCDP’s Database

Female
13

02
05
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4.1 Consultations with government Agencies
39.
A stakeholder meeting with relevant government agencies was held on 10th January
2019. This was attended by 15 representatives from several agencies such as the Central
Environmental Authority, the Police, Archaeology Department, Urban Development Authority
(UDA), Road Development Authority (RDA) and Galle Municipal Council (GMC). All agencies
appreciated the initiative as an effort which can fulfill a long-felt need for Galle City. A
memorandum of understanding had been signed between the GMC and SCDP ensuring mutual
collaboration for the successful completion of the subproject.
Separate meetings were also held with the staff of the GMC. Furthermore, a cross section
of the visitors when interviewed, welcomed the proposed improvements to the park. This is
evident from the individual interviews that the consultant had with them during the information
gathering process. Key concerns raised by the stakeholders at the above meetings and the
responses as to how they would be incorporated into the design of the project are summarized
in Table 4. More details about the meetings / interviews (Minutes, photos and attendance sheet)
are given in Annex 3.
40.
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Table 5: Summary of discussions held with the key stakeholders

Areas of
Special Issue / concerns and suggestion
Concerns
Outcomes of the consultation with the government agencies
Existing
There is no separate electricity supply line to the
electricity
park. There is no dedicated transformer to the
supply lines
park; Any electricity disconnection to the park
during construction phase need to be properly
planned since disconnection can cause
inconveniences to those who are connected to the
main line.
Currently supply lines both (electrical and water
distribution) are underground and need careful
planning during any excavations.
Since the food stalls will consume more water and
electricity, it will not be possible to incorporate
cost of same into the rental. Therefore, separate
water meters and electricity meters to be provided
to the food stalls.
Shifting
Will the information center be shifted and if so, it
Information
should be shifted to a convenient and accessible
Center
location
Status of the Bo Whether the Bo tee will be preserved and the
tree and
Statutes will be positioned differently
Statues
Environmental
The possibility of making the park polythene free;
concerns
Possibility of banning the use of polythene
products inside the park should be considered
A proper waste collection and disposal system
should be installed to minimize waste; therefore, it
is necessary to look into the possibility of
conducting awareness programs by way of signage
and notice boards and other appropriate tools
Need for creating environmental protection
awareness among the park visitors using pictorial
displays
Security
Proper security to be provided to the park when
arrangements
the perimeter fence is removed
when the
perimeter fence
is removed:
Sharing of
project final
designs

Public
awareness

Income from
the Park

The need for sharing the lay out and designs with
the Department of Archaeology was also discussed
in detail. It is necessary that the final designs are
shared with them irrespective of whether the
proposed development will have a bearing on the
archaeology, and cultural heritage of the Galle City.
An awareness programme should be conducted to
avoid public visiting the park during the
construction period and to inform the public to
avoid any routes that will have heavy traffic due to
movement of construction vehicles. Information
about the Park closure period needs to be
disseminated to the public.
Whether the issuing of tickets will be continued
after the improvements and if not, how the GMC
will earn that income
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Response to issues by SCDP, other
stakeholders and beneficiaries
The present arrangement will be continued
and that where the overhead electricity
lines will not be possible, they will be laid
underground.
In the future, it will be necessary to have a
dedicated electricity supply line for the
park which GMC can work out with the
Electricity Board.
This will be considered by GMC

There is no plan to shift the information
center from its present location.
The Bo Tree as well as the statues will
remain in the same places
This is considered important and will be
incorporated into the construction phase
as well as during the operational phase
through information campaigns.

The present perimeter fence will be
replaced with a live fence. Furthermore,
security could be arranged through
additional security huts and personnel,
CCTV cameras and with better illumination.
Final designs will be shared with all line
agencies immediately after UDA approval is
received, (This was the decision arrived at
the meeting)

This will be incorporated into the traffic
management plan and the of information
disclosure campaigns.

The arrangement is not to charge an
entrance fee but, other sources of income
from the park are possible such as from the

Areas of
Concerns

Special Issue / concerns and suggestion

Possibility of
GMC representatives mentioned that the
using the park
Perimeter Fence was introduced in order to
for socially
prevent unethical practices taking place within the
unacceptable
park. The proposed new development has
practices when
suggested a new live fence and that whether it
the perimeter
would increase the incidences of park being used
fence is
for socially unacceptable practices by some
removed
visitors.
Outcome of the meetings with the GMC Officials
Engagement of
What is the specific arrangement of GMC to ensure
park employees that park employees are assigned for other work
during the
during the construction phase of the park?
construction
stage
Management
The need for adequate human and financial
Plan for the
resources for future maintenance of the park after
park after new
development.
developments

Contract of the
vendor who is
running the
canteen

What is the status of the current tender, has the
current vendor been given adequate notice by the
GMC informing of the closure of park for
development work?

Response to issues by SCDP, other
stakeholders and beneficiaries
annual tendering of the restaurant and the
food stalls and from the exhibition stalls.
New park after development will have
security measures including cameras that
can mitigate such incidents (Minutes of the
meeting and copy of the attendance sheet
with photos are included in annex 3)

There won’t be any impacts to the workers
due to the temporary closure of the park
for improvements. It was noted that all the
park employees are in the regular cadre
(permanent staff) of GMC.
A management plan will be prepared
before the completion of the construction
work. The plan needs to be approved by
the Council. No such plan has yet been
prepared for submission for approval by
the Council.
The annual tender last effected was for the
fiscal year 2017/2018. Since 2018, there
had not been a tender called for, in
anticipation of the closure of the park for
rehabilitation.
At the GMC Meeting held on the 24th
December 2018, a decision was taken to
extend the present term of the canteen to
the standing tenderer to continue the
business until 31st March 2019.
Accordingly, the existing (vendor) was
allowed to run the canteen on payment of
a monthly rental of SLRs. 79,500/- (The
extract of the minutes of the Council
Meeting is shown in Annex 5).
[The vendor has voluntarily vacated the
canteen since the end of his contract with
GMC in March 2019. However, he will be
able to bid for new tenders once the
tenders are called for the new restaurant to
be constructed in the park].

Outcome of the meetings with park visitors
Visitors from
The reason for visiting the park; whether park
nearby
provides the required services; which areas need
factories and
further improvements
study centers
(Youth)
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Their main meeting point is the Open
Theater Area where seating facilities on
concrete steps are available. They consider
park as a peaceful environment to conduct
group studies. They are of the view that:
The student population considers the Park
as a center for reading under quiet
atmosphere; when planning for new
improvements following should be
considered.

Areas of
Concerns

Visitors to the
park (bus
commuters)
Mother and
son.

Special Issue / concerns and suggestion

The reason for visiting the park; whether park
provides the required services; which areas need
further improvements

Response to issues by SCDP, other
stakeholders and beneficiaries
 Further landscaping of the park
Improvements to children’s play area.
They stay in the park as it is a secured place
and able to partake the meals which they
brought from home. They stay here until
3.00 pm to see the doctor at the hospital.
Use the park as a short stop over. Happy
that park is providing shelter and security

The information gathered through individual and group meetings revealed that the park
is visited by people belonging to various segments of the society. Among them the largest
segment is the youth (both male and female in the age group of 15-25 years). Park is visited for
following purposes:
 To seek undisturbed, calm atmosphere to concentrate on their studies, group discussions
 To spend leisure time in a serene environment
 As a temporary stay over for the parents who bring their children to the nearby Cricket
Stadium and other academic institutions
 Children to stay over until their private tuition classes/ sports activities start.
 As a place to rest after a long journey to the city from both rail and road, as no such
places are available in the city limits other than this park.
 Some of those when interviewed also expressed that they had visited the park to spend
time till they take the next bus or train to distance places.
41.

42. It was revealed from the interviews carried out with the park visitors that park should be

developed to keep abreast with similar parks in cities elsewhere with more facilities for
children and the general public.
4.2 Consultation with park employees
43.
Park is supervised by a Park Supervisor under whom there are 11 employees who attend
to day to day work of the park. All are regular employees of the GMC (on the permanent cadre),
and are transferable depending on work requirements. Cleaning of the park, collection and
regular disposal of waste are carried out by them. All employees are male, married and except
for one employee, others are living within the DS Division. In terms of age they can be
categorized as shown in table 5 below:
Table 6: Age Distribution of Park Employees

Age Group (years)
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-above

Number of employees
3
2
2
1
4
None
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All employees are aware of the proposed development work. The park employees are
enthusiastic to see the rehabilitation of the park. Park Supervisor said that he would continue
working as the Park Supervisor during the closure of the park since there is important work to
attend during that time such as the daily cleaning, placing offerings to the Buddha Statues,
feeding of the animals etc. He will be assisted by at least four other employees. The rest of the
workers will be assigned to other GMC work areas. No worker will be retrenched or adversely
affected due to the development work of the park.
44.

5. Construction related impacts and mitigation measures
No major resettlement impacts are anticipated from subproject implementation. A Social
Impact Mitigation Plan (SIMP) is provided in Annex 7 to address the construction related
temporary impacts arising from the subproject.
45.

5.1 Park Management Plan
46.
GMC will develop a park management plan which among others will incorporate the
following aspects.
 Provisions for park maintenance and security staff.
 Provisions for regular maintenance of the play items, replacements and repairs of
electrical equipment
 Strategies for revenue generation
 Administrative costs for the tendering of food stalls, the restaurant, parking areas and
exhibition stalls
5.1.1 Activities for efficient management of the park
47.
GMC will implement the following activities for the efficient management of the park and
to ensure its sustainability.
 Photos and descriptions of the improved park facility will be included as promotional
material in the web sites of GMC and the divisional secretariat as well as in information
leaflets and brochures produced by the Provincial Tourism Authority.
 GMC will ensure regular maintenance of the park and its security by engaging adequate
staff and resources.
 Required funds for park management will be sought from their annual budgets.
 Random user satisfaction surveys will be conducted to elicit perceptions and suggestions
of the park users to improve the facilities in the park.
 Training and awareness will be provided to both the staff and the park users on the safe,
efficient and prudent use of park resources.
 Will carry out all activities in a transparent manner devoid of any external influences,
specifically in tendering and allocating of Food Stalls/ Exhibition Stalls and the Restaurant.
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6. Dissemination of Project Information
The park is visited by a large number of people from all over the country. Information
about the development activities of the park as well as the period of its closure, tentative dates
of its opening for the public will be shared with the general public well in advance.
48.

During preparation of the SSR, several stakeholders were consulted. The purpose was to
share information about the proposed subproject with the key stakeholders and to disclose
information that the key stakeholders wish to receive at the planning stage. Both GMC and the
PMU will continue to disclose project information to the public well in advance through print
and electronic media.
49.
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7. Grievance Redress Mechanism
The subproject will have a GRM to address any grievances reported by either affected
parties or the general public. The Grievance Redress Mechanism for this sub project is shown in
Fig (3) below.
50.

7.1 Site specific GRM for the sub project
51.
The Social Development Officer (SDO) of SCDP assigned for the Dharmapala Park
subproject will be responsible for resolving grievances at field level. The SDO will be stationed at
Galle – PIU whose contact information will be displayed in the GMC, at the work site and at the
GN’s office.
Any aggrieved party can report their grievances and complaints directly to the SDO either
verbally (in person, or via telephone or SMS) or in writing. Furthermore, a complaints box will
be placed at the construction site to lodge any grievances or complaints from the affected
parties. The SDO will record all such grievances with details such as the date of complaint, name
and address of the complainant and his/her contact details, content of the grievance etc.
Moreover, log books will also be maintained at the GN office (Kaluwella), at the contractor’s site
office and at the PIU. The SDO will also maintain a data base of all the complaints that are
reported and the follow up action taken to resolve them.
52.

The SDO will take immediate action to resolve the issues raised by the APs in consultation
with the complainants and other relevant parties such as the contractor and the GMC. If the SDO
is unable to resolve the grievances within one week or else the AP is dissatisfied with the
resolution process, the grievance/complaint will be forwarded to the next level, which is the GRC
established at the Project Implementation Unit (PIU) / Strategic Cities Development Project.
53.

7.2 Grievance redress mechanism at the PIU level
54.
There will be a Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) established at the PIU level. The GRC
comprises the commissioner of GMC or her representative, GN of Kaluwella GND, APD/SDO
(Secretary), and a representative of the construction contractor. Meetings of the GRC will be
held at the GMC office. GRC is responsible for solving grievances within a period of two weeks.
If the GRC is unable to find a fair solution to the relevant compliant / grievance, they could be
referred to the Project Director of SCDP for resolution.
APs Grievances

Solve
d

Social Development Officer

Unsolved

Solve
d

Grievances Redress
Committee (GRC)

Unsolved

Solve

Project Director and Deputy
Project Director (Social)

Figure 3: Grievance redress Mechanism
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Table 7: Contact Persons of the Subproject

Project Implementation Unit
Mrs. A.M. Nishanthi Hemakumari
Mr. M. Sepala
Senior Social Officer
Deputy Manager (Social Safeguards)
Strategic Cities Development Project
Strategic Cities Development Project
Project Implementation Unit
Project Implementation Unit
nd
2 Floor, Middle Shopping Complex,
2nd Floor, Middle Shopping Complex,
Talbert Town, Galle.
Talbert Town, Galle.
+94912225570/ +94712391330
+94212216383/+94776171198
kumariatapattuscdp@gmail.comkrishnarajahscdp@gma sepalamanamperi@gmail.com
il.com
Galle Municipal Council
Mrs. Wasana Gunarathne
Municipal Commissioner
Galle Municipal Council, Galle.
+94 77 4135620, mcgalle@sltnet.lk
Project Management Unit
Mr. Pradeep Hettiarachchi
Mr. K.A.D. Chandradasa
Deputy Project Director (Social)
Project Director
Strategic Cities Development Project
Strategic Cities Development Project
4th Floor, Sethsiripaya -Stage 1,
4th Floor, Sethsiripaya -Stage 1,
Battaramulla.
Battaramulla.
+94 11 2887320/ +94 11 2887321
+94 11 2887320-23/ +94 11 2887140
+94 71 4398678
+94 71 1357579
pradeepscdp@gmail.com
pdscdp14@gmail.com
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8.
Social Screening Checklist
The completed Social Screening Checklist is provided below:
Probable Involuntary Resettlement Effects

Yes

Will the sub-project include any physical construction
work?
Does the sub-project include upgrading or
rehabilitation of existing physical facilities?

No

Details

√

Explained under scope of civil work

√

The physical infrastructure in the park
will be upgraded

Is the sub-project likely to cause any damage to or
loss of housing, other assets, resource use?

√

Is the site chosen for this work free from
encumbrances and is in possession of the
government/Municipality?
If the site is privately owned, will this be purchased or
obtained through voluntary donation?

Not
Kno
wn

√

The land belongs to GMC. The project
will upgrade existing infrastructure
and there will not be any loss of
housing, other assets.
Land is the property of GMC

Not relevant

If the land parcel has to be acquired, is the actual plot
size and ownership status known?

Not relevant

Is land for material mobilization or transport for the
civil work available within the existing plot/ Right of
Way?
Are there any non-titled people who are living/doing
business on the proposed site for civil work?

√

√

Will there be loss of /damage to agricultural lands,
standing crops, trees?
Will there be loss of incomes and livelihoods?

√
√

Will people permanently or temporarily lose access to
facilities, services, or natural resources?

√

Does the Urban Local Body have its own procedures
for land acquisition?
Are there any previous land acquisitions under this
subproject?
Any indigenous people affected?

The park will be closed for visitors
during construction period
Not relevant
√
√

Whether the affected land/structure owners likely to
lose less than 10% of their land/structure area.

Not relevant

If so, are these land / structure owners willing to
voluntarily donate the required land for this subproject?
Is any temporary impact likely?

Not relevant

√
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Construction related impacts

9. Estimates of Specific Impact
Components of the Sub Project
Private land required
No. of land owners losing more than 10% of land area
Government land required (Sq. m.)
Forest land required (Sq. m.)
No of houses affected
No of shops affected
No of other structures affected
No of squatters affected
Public utilities affected

10.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE PARK
None
None
22,300
None
None
None
None
None
None

Information on project affected persons

Any estimate of the likely number of households that will be affected by the sub project?
[X] No. [ ] Yes. If yes, approximately how many?
No. of HHs losing <10% of their productive assets: o (land/cowshed/shops): None
No. of HHs losing 10% or more of their productive assets? None
Are any vulnerable households affected? [X] No. [ ] Yes.
(If yes, please briefly describe their situation with estimated numbers of HHs.)
What are the needs and priorities for social and economic betterment of vulnerable people who are
affected by this project?
No person is rendered vulnerable due to the implementation of the sub-project

11.

Decision on Categorization

After reviewing the answers above, it is determined that the sub project is:
[ ] Categorized as an ‘A’ project, a full resettlement plan is required
[ ] Categorized as a ‘B’ project, a short resettlement plan is required
[X] Categorized as a ’C’ project, no RP is required.

12.

Conclusion
55.
The prosed rehabilitation of Dharmapala Park well augers with current development
activities with a view to improving the urban space of Galle City limits. It aligns with the longterm development plans prepared by UDA. The proposed activities will not have impacts in
relation to land acquisition or involuntary resettlement. The impacts that can arise can be
considered modest and can be reversed with mitigation action.
…………………………………………..
Prepared By
Dayananda Liyanapathirana, Consultant (Social Safeguard)

Date:

…………………………………………..
Approved by:
Pradeep Hettiarachchi, DPD (Social), SCDP, PMU

Date:

…………………………………….
K.A.D. Chandradasa
Approved by
Project Director,PMU, SCDP

Date:
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13. Annexes
Annex 1: Survey Plan of Dharmapala Park and surrounding area
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Annex 2: Master Plan of proposed and existing infrastructure of the park
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Annex 3: Design Details of the Park
Area (1) and Area (2)
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Area (3) and Area (4)
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Annex 4: Minutes of the meetings with Key stakeholders and park visitors
Date 10.01.2019
Place: SCDP Office, Galle
Attendance: The meeting was attended by 25 participants representing the following agencies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

District Secretariat (Galle)
Divisional Secretariat (Kadawathsathara)
The Police Department
Archaeology Department
Galle Municipal Council
Transport Authority
LECO
NWS&DB
Ministry of Tourism
SCDP

(Attendance list is attached.)
SCDP project Engineer commenced the proceedings of the meeting. He welcomed the
participants and stated that the purpose of the meeting was to share the proposed design and
proposal for the improvements to be made to Dharmapala Park by SCDP among the key
stakeholders. He further said that this would be an opportunity for those stakeholders to gain
insight into the proposed activities and to use the opportunity to raise any concerns enabling
SCDP to consider them in the final designs and the proposal before the plan would be submitted
to UDA for final approval.
Thereafter, the SCDP Assistant Project Director (Urban Planning) explained the project designs
and proposed development activities to the audience using a power point presentation. He said
that the objective of the SCDP is to improve the walkability space of Galle Town. Several projects
such as ocean path way are now in progress and that improvements to Samanala Bridge will also
take place in the coming years.
The objective of proposed Dharmapala Park improvements is also to enhance the movability of
Galle town thereby the public will be ultimately benefitted. GMC had already face lifted the park
to a greater extent with regular maintenance and that the project would enhance further its use
without harming its archaeological and ecological values as the park is part of Galle heritage.
There are many public receptors around the park such as the main road, the railway station,
Samanala Bridge, the Private Bus stand, cricket stadium and the GMC premises. The visibility of
the Park has been obstructed due to the presence of these receptors. Therefore, the
improvements are intended to ensure that park is more visible and prominent over other
distractions such as the Bus Stand and the Cricket stadium. Although the GMC maintains the park,
still there are certain sections of the park degraded and improvements are urgently needed.
Some of the sections of the stone pitched interior roads with interlock surface were found
loosened, some structures are dilapidated and during floods, storm water gets collected causing
surface drainage obstructions which in turn cause inconveniences to the park users. The open-air
area is exposed with less shade and some of the trees are very old and that new tress had not
been planted for a long time.
Under the subproject, there would be new features reinforced to uplift the landscape beauty of
the park. The following will be improved:
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Tree Cover / enhance the tree cover with additional trees planted as recommended by
Botanists to suit the ecological integrity;
No modifications will be done to old paved areas and the path ways but they will be
repaired by replacing the interlock blocks and paved areas
Kids’ play area will be improvised with the addition of new features;
The restaurant facility as well as food stalls will be introduced (similar to Hela Bojun
introduced by the Department of Agriculture) with a view to promoting the local food
as well as to enhance the revenue for the GMC
Improve the existing drainage system, the toilets , their sewerage management systems
The lighting system will be improved; the areas where several statues are located will
be specially improved to make them visible during day and night. The Statues that are
already in place will be preserved with more landscaping with lighting and shade
The area set aside for the open-air theater will be provided with more shade
There will be exhibition stalls introduced for the GMC to allow such stalls to be used by
the interested parties to exhibit, books, any other materials whereas the GMC can earn
an additional income
The Aquarium will be maintained without any modifications
The park will have not charge an entrance fee, and will replace the perimeter fence
with a live fence on the frontage
Park entrance will be widened; there will be the main entrance with improved visibility,
and two other entrances will be established, one from the side of the GMC and the
other from the Ocean Path walkway.
There will be an administration complex
Parking area will be added by utilizing the area which is presently used by the GMC for
its Warehouse.
Total cost of the subproject is estimated at SLRs. 300 million.

Participants made the following observations:










Electricity: Electricity supply to the park is from a separate source and that there should be
adequate arrangements to obtain electricity to the park through a separate bundle. There is
no dedicated transformer to the park.
Utility services such as water, electricity may have to be disconnected temporarily during
construction work and therefore, it is necessary to plan such work well ahead if the work is
to be undertaken on a staggered basis.
Responding to a question raised by the CEA representative, the design engineer explained
that waste collection and disposal will be taken care of by designing waste bins at each zone
and their collection at a dedicated place.
There should be a ban on the use of polythene products in the park and that awareness
programs should be carried out in the park to this effect by displaying signage and notice
boards. Waste minimization is the need of the hour and that more awareness should be
created to this end.
The representatives from the Archaeological Department requested for the park lay out and
designs. Especially the design of the ‘Samanala Palama’ (Bridge) has to take into the
consideration its archeological preservation. The APD said that the conceptual designs were
presented to the officials before and that the final designs will be shared with the
stakeholders before UDA approval.
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Responding to a question, the design engineer said that there is no plan to shift the
information counter. The CEA representative said that there should be more materials
available at this counter.
Responding to a question whether the Galle bus stand will be affected by the proposed
improvisation, the APD explained that the overall objective is to make the Galle town free
from buildings and structures that distort the Galle Heritage and Galle as a town with
movability space, hence it is best that these could be located elsewhere to conserve Galle as
an Archaeologically significant city.
Responding to the question raised by a participant about the security of the park when the
entrance fee is waived, the APD said that more security will be necessary and that GMC and
Police will look into this matter.
It was also a concern that when the food stalls are made available within the park, whether
they will be more attracted by the bus commuters and the general public, which will create
again more demand for other services such as the toilet facilities, waste disposal facilities of
which the park users will be deprived of.

Interviews with school Children
Three students from All Saints’ College were interviewed. They are studying in Grade 3
and have visited the park after school. Still in school uniforms, they said that they visited
the park until the time is ready for them to attend the sports classes. They used to go to
the Kids’ area and spend time till they leave for private tuition. According to them, a
changing room is necessary.
Interviews with group of young persons
A group of youth - 12 females and 8 males in the age group of 20-25 years were
interviewed by the SDO. They have visited the park to complete their group work under
B Line studies. They have been coming to the park for nearly one month and stay for 4-5
hours discussing, and planning their studies. Their main meeting point is the Open-air
theater area where seating facilities are found on the concrete steps. They consider that
park provides a peaceful environment for their group studies. The students find the Park
as a venue for reading and that the park should consider that factor when planning park
improvements. They hardly use the toilets, but are of the view that there should be more
landscaping in the park. They feel that facilities for the Kids are not adequate.
Interviews with Park Visitors
A mother and her son (Mrs. A H T Premawathi who is 55 years and Mr. Dammika Saman
Kumara, 38 years old) were also interviewed:
‘My mother is a patient presently undergoing medication for her heart and leg problems.
We have come from Mulatiyana by bus. We came to the hospital, but until the medical
report is given to us, we stay in the park, where we can have our lunch and the area is
less noisy and free from interference, this is a good place to rest for a patient like my
mother.’
Accordingly, they use the park for a short stay until their medical reports are ready to be
collected from the hospital. They stay in the park as it is more secured and able to have
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the meals brought from home. Both are happy that Park provides them with shelter
until they go back to hospital. (Fig 30)
Interview with the former Canteen Owner:
The owner of the Canteen is A D U Ravindra. According to him he has been offered to
continue this canteen for nearly 14 years. He is of the view that unlike in previous years,
the business is low especially after the perimeter fence was introduced. Lack of facilities
for vehicle owners to park, poor facilities of the Park specially to draw kids have impacted
on business in the recent years. He says that previously the business sales were around
20,000/- a day but it has now dropped to SLRs. 6,000/- to SLRs.10,000/- making his
average sales to SLRRs. 8,000/- a day. He says that when the school trips are there during
the months of February / March, the business is thriving as lot of students used to visit
the park (Fig 12).
He is aware of the closure of the park for construction as proposed by the GMC. GMC had
given him adequate notice. Therefore, he is already of the look out of any other
alternative place.
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Figure 4: The Project Engineer making a presentation to the key stakeholders

Figure 5: CEA representative raising concerns about the waste disposal arrangements

Figure 6: APD clarifies design criteria
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Visuals showing interviews conducted with different park users by SDO

Meeting with Kids using park after school

Youth in groups spend time in the park planning their events

Commuters from various destination have sort stays in the park

SDO meeting with Park Supervisor s
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Meeting with former Canteen Owner

Present vacant Status of the Canteen
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Annex 5: Attendances of consultation sessions
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40
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Annex 6: Council Decision on the Extension to the Canteen Vendor
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Translation of the above:
It has been noted that although, it was informed that the improvisation work of Dharmapala
Park will be commenced very soon, yet, the work has not been started. Therefore, in order
to continue uninterrupted service rendered by the Canteen, it is decided that the term of
the last lease holder of the canteen be allowed to be continued for another six months
subject to an addition of 10% to the tariff paid by him now. It is also decided to get the
concurrence of the finance committee for this arrangement.

Signed

Mayor, GMC

28.11.2018
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Annex 7: Social Impact Mitigation Plan (SIMP)
No
01

02

Adverse Social Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location/ Place

Access Restrictions -Temporary Impact
Access to business places and  Provide sign boards for park users to inform nature and duration of  In front of Park
government
and
private
construction works
 At
GMC’s
institutions may be constrained
premises
and can cause inconveniences
during construction period.
 Display contact details for public to lodge their complaints/concerns Construction site

 Cover the whole construction area
Traffic management- Temporary Impact
Possible traffic congestion due  Contractor to prepare a traffic plan for the vehicular movement of
to movement of construction
construction vehicles with possible entry and exit to the site from the
vehicles
rare end of the park (On the side of the Hill Top Hotel)
 Contractor needs to study and identify times of heavy traffic flow to
avoid transportation of construction materials during such times.
 Engagement of a flagman at the exist entry point to manage traffic
during peak hours:

03

Shifting of Common and Private Utilities-Temporary Impact
Shifting of common and private  If work involves replacement/ relocation of common utility services,
utility services
prepare an inventory of common utility services anticipated to be
shifted, with the assistance of respective service provider agencies
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Implementin
g Cost

Responsibility

Time
Frame

Contractor’s
cost

Construction
Contractor,
Supervision
Consultant,
SCDP, GMC
-Do-

-Do-

Contractor’s
cost

Construction site

-Do-

-Do

Construction site

Contractor’s
cost

Construction
Contractor

Construction site

-Do-

-Do-

At the point of
entry and exit to
main road from
the Construction
Site

-Do-

-Do-

Construction area

N/A

Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor, SLR,
CEB, NWS&DB,
Telecom, GMC,
SCDP

Before
starting
constructio
n work
-DoDuring the
constructio
n period
Before and
during
construction
During
constructio
n period

Designing
stage

No

04

05

Adverse Social Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location/ Place

 For utility services identified to be relocated, prepare relocation
plans in consultation with service providers.
 Liaise with NWS&DB, CEB and SLT, and obtain existing utility layout
plans and proposed relocation layouts.
 Inform public in advance about service interruptions via mass media
 Implement the utility shifting program during day times with
minimum interruptions to the customers
 Contractor’s site staff and machine operators should be informed of
the above layouts to avoid accidental damages to utility lines, during
construction.

-Do-

 With the assistance of employer’s staff, arrange with relevant service
providers, to attend to immediate corrective action in case any
accidental damage to utility services.
 Any public or private buildings/structures damaged due to
construction activities (including vibration), if not covered by third
party insurance, shall be repaired/ rehabilitated to its original state.
Location of Construction Camps, Labor Camps, Stock Yards - Temporary Impact
If construction camps, labor  Care shall be taken not to disturb natural hazard prone areas and to
camps, stock yards, vehicle
avoid highly residential areas when selecting sites to locate
refueling areas etc. are located
construction camps, labor camps, stock yards, vehicle refueling areas
near natural hazard prone areas
etc.
and highly residential areas,
such areas may be adversely  Locations selected for such temporary facilities shall be approved by
affected.
the authorized persons of
subproject Supervision Consultant/
Employer. The selected lands should be hired under legal agreement
between contractor and the rentier
Managing the Gender Base Issues of Workers, Risk of Adverse Impacts on Communities from Project
Induced Labor Influx - Temporary Impact
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Responsibility

-Do-

Implementin
g Cost
N/A

-Do-

Time
Frame
-Do-

-Do-

N/A

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

Contractor’s
cost
Contractor’s
cost
N/A

Utility Service
Provider
Utility Service
Provider
Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
SLR, CEB,
NWS&DB,
Telecom,
GMC, SCDP
-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-Do-

When needed

Contractor
cost

During
construction

-Do-

Contractor
cost

-Do-

-Do-

Camps/ Work
Yards

N/A

During
construction

Camps/ Work
Yards

Contractor
Cost

Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
GMC, SCDP
-Do-

-Do-

No

Adverse Social Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Absence of enough sanitary
 Make the Contractors aware of advantages in giving priority to
facility for women workers, use
selecting labor from project influenced areas so as to minimize need
of child labor, wage disparity,
for erecting labor camps and minimize labor influx.
entitlement of leave, lack of
awareness among workers,
encouraging local community
 Frequent supervision of laborers’ activities, labor welfare needs, and
for works. The risks of adverse
action to ensure hygienic conditions in the work sites/ camps
impacts on communities from
 Avoid illegal lodging arrangements by workers of contractors
temporary project induced
labor influx E.g: sexually
 Avoid social conflicts among contactor’s labor force and the
transmitted diseases.
surrounding community or tension and prevalence of gender-based
violence.

Location/ Place

Implementin
g Cost

N/A

N/A

Camps/ Yards/
Construction area
Project Influence
Area
-Do-

N/A
Contractor
Cost
-Do-

 Conduct awareness programs to labor force on good hygienic
practices and dangers of sexually transmitted diseases such as
HIV/AIDS.

Camps/Yards

Contractor’s
Cost

 Conduct awareness program to host community on Gender Based
Violence (GBV), good hygienic practices and dangers of sexually
transmitted diseases such as HIV/AIDS.
 Introduce a code of conduct for labor teams to prevent alcohol and
drug abuse, violence, sexual abuse etc.

Project Influence
Area

Contractor
Cost

Camps/ Yards/
Construction area

Contractor
Cost

Project Influence
Area

Contractor
Cost

 Continue consultation and interaction with host community
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Responsibility
Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
GMC, SCDP
-Do-

Time
Frame
-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
GMC, Police,
SCDP
Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
GMC, MOH,
SCDP
-Do-

-Do-

Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
SCDP
Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
GMC, MOH,
SCDP

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

No

06

Adverse Social Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location/ Place

 Prepare an inventory (including names/ National ID numbers/
addresses etc.) of entire labor force employed by contractor, and
share with Employer’s PIU. This inventory shall be updated at each
recruitment or resignation of labors.
 Having a clear recruitment procedure for workers to avoid adhoc
recruitments. Contractor should sign agreements on conditions and
rights of each labour before recruitment
 Provide water and sanitation facilities for employees/laborers as per
IFC 2009 standards (1 toilet/15 persons) and separate facilities for
men and women.
 Provide a source of potable water and clean eating place for workers,
at a location not exposed to hazardous or noxious substances
 Equal participation of women for the work shall be encouraged and
ensure wage parity during the implementation of the project
according to the policy of Sri Lankan Government sector recruitment;
women are given equal pay for work of equal value. (This will be
included in the contractual agreements)
 Prevent employing children less than 16 years of age and employing
young persons with ages between 16 and 18 and women in the
dangerous jobs such as mining, excavation, operating heavy vehicles
& machinery, electric works, blasting & explosive works.
 Entitlement of leave for workers according the Shop and Office
Employees (Regulation of Employment and Remuneration) Act shall
be maintained.
 Avoid trafficking of men, women and children for labour work

Dust, Noise and Vibration- Temporary Impact
Dust, Noise and Vibration  Follow guidelines stipulated in the Environmental Management Plan
during
construction
and
(EMP)
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Responsibility

N/A

Implementin
g Cost
N/A

N/A

N/A

-Do-

-Do-

Camps/Yards/Site

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

N/A

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

N/A

-Do-

-Do

-Do-

-Do-

N/A

-Do

-Do-

-Do

-Do

Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
GMC, MOH,
SCDP

-Do-

Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
SCDP

Time
Frame
-Do-

No

07

08

Adverse Social Impacts

Mitigation Measures

construction work at night will
cause public inconveniences/
disturbances
Parking of Contractor’s vehicles along the Road- Temporary Impact
Parking of vehicles along the  Contractor shall rent out suitable places for parking vehicles of
road
especially
around
contractor on formal lease agreements
residential areas.

 Vehicles of Contractor/ Engineer/ Employer shall not be parked along
the main roadways which may cause traffic congestions and
inconveniences to public.
 Contractor needs to study and identify times of heavy traffic flow and
avoid transportation of construction materials during such times.
Occupational Health and Safety- Temporary Impact
Occupational hazards which can  Develop and implement site-specific Health and Safety (H&S) plan
cause during construction work
which will include measures such as:
(a) excluding public from the defined construction area;
(b) ensuring all workers are provided with and use of personal
protective equipment (PPE);
(c) provision of H&S training for all site personnel;
(d) documented procedures to be followed for all construction
activities; and
(e) documentation of work-related accidents
(f) Arrange for Safety officers support to implement the safety related
activities.
 Provide H&S training to all new workers to ensure that they are
appraised of the basic rules of work at the site, personal protective
protection, and preventing injuries to fellow workers
 Ensure that a first-aid station is provided within easy access to all and
that trained first-aid workers are made available to attend to first-aid
needs and keep ready the ambulance service to government hospital
in emergency case.
 Provide medical insurance coverage for all contractor’s workers/ staff
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Location/ Place

Implementin
g Cost

Responsibility

Time
Frame

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

Supervision
Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
GMC, SCDP
-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

No

09

Adverse Social Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location/ Place

 Ensure that all construction areas are barricaded to prevent
unauthorized persons entry
 Provide a source of potable water and clean eating place for workers,
at a location not exposed to hazardous or noxious substances.
 Provide visitors with necessary safety gear if visitors to the site are
allowed access to areas where hazardous conditions or substances
may be present.
 Ensure that visitor/s do not enter hazard areas unescorted by
relevant authorized parties in attendance.
 Ensure moving machinery & equipment is outfitted with audible
back-up alarms to avoid accidents.
 Provide sign boards to mark, hazardous areas such as energized
electrical devices and lines, service rooms housing high voltage
equipment, and areas for storage and disposal of hazardous
substances.
 Such signage shall be in accordance with international standards and
be well known and easily understood by workers, visitors, and the
general public
Handling complains from community - Temporary Impact
Pedestrians, vehicle users,  Maintain a complaint registry with a focal point (either a person or
residential
&
commercial
complaint box) at the construction site office to receive and lodge the
community and workers of
grievances of workers and the host community at site office
construction site should be able
to make complains regarding
any inconveniences due to
construction works.
 Work with PIU social staff to address the grievances lodged by
workers and community
 Report to SCDP- PIU on unresolved grievances together with
contractor’s observations
 Participate in the Grievance Redress Committee meetings held twice
a month or as and when needed
 Maintain and share the records of grievance resolution with
Employer’s PIU on a regular basis.
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Responsibility

-Do-

Implementin
g Cost
-Do-

-Do-

Time
Frame
-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

Camps/ Yards/
Construction area

Contractor
Cost

-Do-

-Do-

N/A

Consultant,
Construction
Contractor,
GMC, SLR,
SLTB, UDA, DS,
SCDP
-Do-

-Do-

N/A

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

N/A

-Do-

-Do-

-Do-

N/A

N/A

-Do-

-Do-

